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Land Acknowledgement
Today, the University of North Dakota rests on the ancestral 
lands of the Pembina and Red Lake Bands of Ojibwe and 
the Dakota Oyate - presently existing as composite parts of 
the Red Lake, Turtle Mountain, White Earth Bands, and the 
Dakota Tribes of Minnesota and North Dakota. 
We acknowledge the people who resided here for 
generations and recognize that the spirit of the Ojibwe and 
Oyate people permeates this land. As a university 
community, we will continue to build upon our relations with 
the First Nations of the State of North Dakota - the Mandan, 
Hidatsa, and Arikara Nation, Sisseton-Wahpeton Oyate
Nation, Spirit Lake Nation, Standing Rock Sioux Tribe, and 
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RECEIVER APPREHENSION
A form of anxiety defined as the fear of misinterpreting or 
inadequately processing incoming messages that affects 
cognition, and learning and understanding, along with an 







The attitudes, beliefs, and predispositions about the 
how, where, when, who, and what of the information 






The attitudes, beliefs, and predispositions about the 
how, where, when, who, and what of the information 
reception and encoding process.
People Oriented Listeners









• Intuition, Perception, 
& Feelers
• Human elements 
instead of technical






– Tone of voice






• Press for closure
















Action / Task Oriented Listeners
• Organized action






– Focus on 
inconsistencies
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Action / Task Oriented Listeners
• Organized action















































People = common interests
Taking a Trip
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People = common interests
Action = purpose
Content = all the details
Taking a Trip
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People = common interests
Action = purpose
Content = all the details




• Cultural / diversity considerations
• Gender
• Age
What do we do?
• EDI
• Positive body responses
• Pacing
• Different types of interactions
• Listen as well as speak
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